Are there transfer courses from a previous institution that have yet to be evaluated for transfer to your proposed major/concentration? (Transfer credit towards the major is subject to departmental approval).

□ YES   □ NO

NAME OF INSTITUTION (S)

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

STUDENT SIGNATURE ___________________________ DATE _____________

☐ This student has completed all the GS core requirements.
☐ This student has NOT completed the GS core requirements and will need to consult with his or her GS advisor about specific classes and a timetable for completing these requirements.

GS ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE ___________________________ DATE _____________

GS students MUST have a MAJOR to graduate; concentrations are optional.

Approval, indicated by the signature of the Director of Undergraduate Studies or his or her designee, is required for majors and concentrations sponsored by the departments and programs on the back of this form.

To delete a major or concentration, students should complete this form.

Please ADD the following program(s) to my record:

☐ Major  ☐ Concentration

☐ Major  ☐ Concentration

DEPARTMENTAL APPROVAL (if required)

Please DELETE the following major(s) or concentration(s) from my record (no approval required)

☐ Major  ☐ Concentration

☐ Major  ☐ Concentration

□ Major  □ Concentration

TURN FORM FOR LIST OF MAJORS AND CONCENTRATIONS →
Departmental Addresses

Architecture         500 The Diana Center
Astronomy         1328 Pupin
Astrophysics         1328 Pupin
Biological Sciences                   (A-L): 744 Mudd Bldg.; (M-Z): 714 Fairchild
Center for Comparative Literature & Society
Chemistry /Chemical Physics
Creative Writing
Dance
East Asian Languages & Cultures
Earth and Environmental Sciences
Film and Media Studies
Italian
Latin American and Caribbean Studies
Latin American and Iberian Cultures
*Linguistics (concentration only)
Mathematics
Middle Eastern, South Asian, and African Studies
Physics
Religion
Sociology
Sustainable Development
Theatre Arts and Drama
Urban Studies
Visual Arts Program

500A Kent (meet with Prof. Phan)
340 Havemeyer
609 Kent Hall
310 Barnard Hall
310 Dodge
556-7 Schermerhorn Ext
513 Dodge
502 Hamilton Hall
827 IAB
101 Casa Hispánica
1128 IAB
410 Math
401 Knox Hall
924 Pupin Hall
80 Claremont
501 Knox Hall
The Earth Institute
507 Milbank
503 Milbank
310 Dodge Hall